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Melvyn Bragg : Hello,in our time Plato made his priorities in education plain,when he inscribed over the entrance to the Academy "Let no one ignorant of mathematics enter here".He prized learning that revealed what he called,quote,"Eternal reality,the realm unaffected by the vicissitudes of change and decay",unquote,and this became the objective in Europe for thousands of years,vocational education,concrete skills were hardly dreamed of [It doesn't take much skill to mix concrete -LB].But was he right? What's education for? Is it's role to teach us the nature of reality or to give us the tools to deal with it?
 With me is Mary Warnock the philosopher and educationalist and author of many publications on the subject of learning,and Ted Ragg,Professor of Education at the University of Exeter and author of several books, including "The Cubic Curriculum".
 Briefly to begin Mary,what was the philosophy behind Plato's emphasis on abstract ideas in education?

Mary Warnock : Plato,I think believed that you couldn't really know anything,except changeless truths and this was represented by mathematics and astronomy and music up to a point,but what he was totally uninterested in,was the actual world we live in.For instance he had no idea whatever of history or historical studies,they were completely absent,from his idea of education.So you had to work your way from being quite a young child through to the aim of education,which was to understand the nature of number and the reality that lay behind the world.The world itself,was really beneath contempt.Of course,you didn't want to stick on learning how to be a carpenter or something with real objects,because it was not worth anything.

Melvyn Bragg : So no mechanical education,it was mostly mechanical at the time,no particular concrete education,concrete skills entered his Academy at all?

Mary Warnock : Well,no not.....nobody entered the Academy who was interested in that kind of thing,but there was a very,very small elite who were capable of doing mathematics and the rest of the people just got on with doing their carpentry and so on as apprentices,and they learned that way,but that wasn't education really.

Melvyn Bragg : Broadly speaking would  you say this was a distinction between abstract and applied education,and if so d'you think it continued for literally about a coup...more than a couple of thousand years until the 19th century?

Mary Warnock : I think that is right,I mean there was...in the middle,the church of course had a tremendous influence on education in the middle ages,but that was really to teach people to write and to read,so that came into it.But I think it's.....Plato's had the most terrible effect on Western education actually because it's meant that even if you did learn history or modern languages or something that was despised,compared with learning mathematics and things that didn't change and were abstract.

[I think he did a great service.Today mathematics and number are seen as core subject matter that people really can't do without.His notion of a world not subject to our whims with ideal circles is still useful today,contrary to the school child's notion of maths being useless other than for vocational uses,the basic idea of science that it is discovering something useful by testing a "reality" would really not exist without a notion that there was something to test and to compare with ideal notions represented in mathematical forms.Only today Nick Ross postulated to a head teacher that Pi-R-Squared was relatively useless compared to comprehension of risk via statistics,in attempt to get people to properly understand chance and risk assessment,she was not impressed that Pi-R-Squared should be dropped,however much she endorsed the comprehension of risk in decision making.Far from being changeless,mathematics is as much a living breathing dynamic subject as music,and was perhaps considered more fundamental than history or languages (and maybe still is) because it speaks of those things which we rest everything else upon,logic and reason,truth and proof,without which we cannot make sense of the world.The practically useful subjects that Plato despised are really things which tells us distinct facts or provide useful everyday functions.It is useful to be able to understand languages,but mathematics is a universal language that surpasses any individual tongue.It is perhaps this that Plato saw,and why he held it in such esteem -LB]

Melvyn Bragg :  One of the things I am learning in this programme (laughs) over the years is that these people who sit in studies and do things seemingly quietly have the most devastating effects on the world! (laughter)
But why do you think it was a "terrible" effect?

Mary Warnock : I think  it's really,well certainly in this country,led to the despising of practical education,and the division between,as it were,real education,which after all,later on,of course came to include the classics as well as mathematics,but real education,was for an elite,and what you got,in learning to get around the world, learning to read and write,learning to make things,was thought to be lower,and I think that persisted for a very long time.
[Apart from it being a subjective value judgement I don't see what's wrong with it.The great insights about the world have not been provided by carpentry or languages,but by mathematics and the sciences.Even dusty old history as taught us greater lessons than the more pedantic practical subjects.The idea that education is their to perform as a slave to societies edicts about a job for an individual is to belittle what it's role is.Mao attempted to enslave mathematics and render it to the level of the "lower" subjects,and failed to see what he was doing. Mathematics is "higher" because it is not just performing this perfunctory role as a means to an end,it provides basic fundamental levels of understanding about how to think about things and what patterns mean and how to comprehend a problem and work out a solution.Educationalists who see mathematics and the sciences as being in the same light as say woodwork,have a failing of vision,typified by the PE teacher who's second subject was maths interviewed in "The Mathematical Experience" who didn't see the point in mathematical philosophising,but saw the subject as being merely a calculating automaton their for the service of pupils with jobs in mind.
Sue Greenfield in the 1999 Dimbleby Lecture [Green File:Lecture/Trans.htm] suggested that there was a Mr Gradgrind or Mr M'Choakumchild Dickensian mentality to the way in which instruction takes place,which perhaps accounted for her lack of O level Chemistry,even though she is now a neuroscientist!

A sociologist with Nick Ross suggested that pupils should be engaging in more outdoor sports and pursuits in order for them to take "intellectual risks",because apparently pupils just wish to follow the curriculum and get a pass in order to get a good job.This is a sorrowful waste of talent. Politicians mindful of the economy wish to have as many people employed as possible,hopefully contributing effectively.For them any idea of using education to develop the individual for themselves rather than for a purpose,must seem like wasted effort.But an effectively educated person,knowledgeable for its own sake,is an effective member of society at a level that goes beyond mere vocation.This lack of insight is what causes politicians to try to get science to work only for the sake of the economy,and rescind funding for pure research,as they don't see what it's for.Likewise many people don't see the point in pure mathematics,everything has to be "for" something,and if it has no application it is deemed "useless".This is a lamentable and limiting view.Mankind was not built purely to do jobs that make money,he has other interests,and other requirements.To enjoy,or be in awe of life,there needs to be fulfilment. A vocation may provide this,but an intellectual awe or wonder comes from realising things and understanding things.It may be that such awe may even drive a person within a profession,much as some scientists claim -LB]

Melvyn Bragg : Ted Ragg,do you think that Mary's interpretation of ...or explanation,brief,but very clear, of Plato,do you find an echo of that in what you as an educationalist have seen of education over the last two thousand years? [Has he been alive that long? -LB]

Ted Ragg : Oh I think Mary's spot on yes. [Uh oh,I'm in the minority -LB].It's exactly what's happened,and in fact as Mary says,that we live with the legacy today,when we have to educate everybody.I mean that's the big change,we're not talking about an elite.Higher education is a very good example you see,after the war 5% of the population went to university and then it was doubled to 10%,and then for 20-30 years,it remained about 14-15%,one in seven,and now it's a third.We've now got one third of young people going into higher education.
[But according to the TTA we're short of maths teachers,which presumes that the subjects being taken at degree level are biased toward the "practical" as opposed to the "abstract" -LB]
So we've moved,even in the last 10 years,pretty rapidly from an elite,higher education system,to a mass education system,and the legacy,as Mary says,took about 2000 years to shake off.

Melvyn Bragg :  Well let's go back...just for a moment,I mean d'you think that legacy,which is extraordinary long lasting and enduring between the abstract and the applied,and you could say that the medieval church,taught reading and writing,but again,to a few,and again for its own...one could say abstract,religious abstract....not religious abstract...I'm rushing it too much,but it wasn't applied,it still wasn't....do you think that distinction has been so long,is so deeply rooted,that it still affects - even though we may say "oh we're not like that anymore" - it still affects the way a great number of influential people,inside the system works?

Ted Ragg :  Oh yes,it certainly does,I mean you've only got to look at the way that vocational education is looked down on in this country.Though it's not in Germany you see,and yet...I mean Germany still has some of the same traditions and histories as we have here,but I mean the Germans shook it off more,and so vocational education in this country,wrongly,is seen as second rate,unless you're a surgeon or in one of the professions where there is a.....seen by the public to be a strong theoretical element as well,and it's respectable,and then that's why people jeer, for example,if you get a National Vocational Qualification Level 1 for Car Park attendants,I mean the nation falls about laughing,well why?

[I'll tell you why.After having secondary education at a 6th form college,I was placed on a NVQ course,and the tutors were abysmal,they didn't turn up on time or at all.The quality of their capability as teachers seemed to be that they were unemployed people who couldn't do anything else,but had not been trained as teachers.Invariably the students I was with were better qualified or more knowledgeable than the teacher.More recently our local college decided that it was to run a course on "soap operas" claiming that it was quite viable to obtain a certificate with regard to this area of "knowledge".I wrote to the paper expressing my disgust that such a subject should be elevated to the level of education,only to receive a rebuttal from a student of literature claiming that the modern classics were the soap operas of their time.I said that it was only a matter of time before one could obtain a certificate in what kinds of beef burger were available at McDonalds.If one needs a certificate to prove that one has the capacities of a trained chimp,one wonders how low a level of education is the bare minimum requirements for the average student.If it isn't obvious why receiving certificates in basic taken-for-granted capabilities of human being such as being able to take car of property,are laughable,then it is obvious that Ted is below the level  at which a certificate would be required -LB]

Surely,you can be safer and you can have better client service and so on,if you're a Car Park Attendant,but we look down on it,the Beruffe Shulle and the Techniche Hoch Schulle [Looks like I should have done languages they'd have come in useful here! -LB],which is the university equivalent are very respectable places and having a trade,becoming a master in your craft in the medieval guild sense are alive and well.

[There's nothing wrong with apprenticeships or passing on skills or crafts or traditional abilities,but it emphasises the corporate idea that education is for jobs and has no other role -LB]

Melvyn Bragg :  Why d'you think we're proving...it's proving so intransigent here? D'you think we...? Well you tell me.

Ted Ragg :  Well we've had...I mean a good example,I don't want to malign the civil service,because it's full of people working hard and doing a good job [Is it really?? LB],but for many years classicists were recruited to the civil service on the grounds that they would be able to turn their hands to anything.Well,I mean they were very,very capable,and quite adaptable,but they couldn't turn their hands for example to science and technology in a knowing way.
[Admittedly that HAS been a drawback,but I think that's more to do with CP Snow's "Two Cultures" See Inoutm1-LB]
That was the problem.I mean for example,in the classics degree,you didn't study,on the whole,classical science, and yet people like Euclid and Archimedes wrote in verse,I mean they wrote elegantly about science and technology.But on the whole people studied literature and history.

[Perhaps the perception was (and maybe is) that these subjects give a handle on people's lives the way that they live them.Science is in some sense counter to the way people function in that it requires no emotional biases or subjectivity,and as Lois Wolpert is fond of pointing out,science is hard.It is difficult to comprehend written in the arcane symbols of mathematics -LB]

Melvyn Bragg :  Do you think that the classical education idea which dominated here for the last 200-300 years,do you think that that has had a deleterious effect on the intellectual economy of the country?

Mary Warnock : Well I don't think that actually,I think that there's a lot to be said for classical education,for two reasons.One is that I think learning a dead language,particularly latin,is something which is enormously useful,because if you understand about an inflected language,and you don't have to bother with how you pronounce it,but you just learn the bare bones of the language,then this is very helpful,I think for learning other languages.
[I don't see the point in learning a language that no one uses any more,it's just wasted energy that could be more profitably employed,perhaps learning a useful and universal language like mathematics.It's notable that the same classic scholars who can speak latin,are usually the same ones with a poor grasp of maths.This is certainly the case of the old school tie network who end up in politics,as they create innumerate policies,.targeting specific minorities in order to bring equality,and have educational policies that seek to divide rather than unite and claim that equality (equal opportunity) is the goal -LB]
But this is a bee in my bonnet.I want young children in primary to be taught latin [Mary is antiquated old has been,presumably the sort of person that makes up our baronesses.What children need is to be taught about risk analysis and probability and likelihoods,not ancient irrelevant languages -LB],rather than be taught French,just for a few years,and they'd be much quicker at their other languages.But the other thing I  think that so far we've left out,is the I suppose 19th century inclusion of history as a serious dimension in education,which I think is almost as important as learning about Darwin,which after all is in a way a bit of history.

[Children shouldn't be looking to the past,they should be looking to the future.This means learning about things that are pertinent and relevant to today. Javascript and HTML are probably more important than latin. Mathematics underpinning much of modern technology and concepts is absolutely necessary.Manipulating a mouse and PC and understanding the environment is probably the biggest learning curve children (and adults) face today.Latin just doesn't enter into it.It's irrelevant. It's important to have a sense of history,but it's not as important as dealing with modern and present problems and techniques.Modern languages may even meld into one universal language as communication becomes more international,making ancient languages even more irrelevant.Mary's dusty old ideas have no place in the modern world -LB]

I mean our origins is history.But I think that this huge revolution,particularly in Germany where history became a really serious subject has had an immense effect partly on religion,because people began to think about the bible in a historical context,and that was a tremendous step I think [Depends on what they were thinking! -LB].But also because we,I think realise,and this includes a lot of civil servants,that you can't really understand where we are now,politically or economically,unless you understand where we were the day before yesterday and I think history is one of the main intrusions into the old style education.

Melvyn Bragg :   Yes it came in rather lay with the idea of a Nation State didn't it?

Ted Ragg :  Incidentally, I was going to say,don't underestimate the vocational element of some Greek education,it wasn't manufacturing ball bearings,because it wasn't that kind of society,but wealthy Athenians were willing to pay people like Protagoras 10,000 Dracma to have their children taught rhetoric,because at that time as now indeed,it was very important to be able to stand up and speak in front of people.I man that in a sense was a piece of vocational training,but not of the kind that we'd always see now.

Melvyn Bragg :  I'd just like to rummage round before this century for another few minutes before we come to this century.More than a hundred years ago JS Mill [Ref: Red File Mill1.htm]argued for universal education on moral grounds,because he said "it would manifestly increase the general balance of pleasure over pain and happiness over unhappiness".
[You cannot say that,some people are unhappy being educated and find it painful.It is especially painful in my experience to do outdoor sports in the winter when it is hail stoning,but apparently this is deemed to be educational.All I learned was that hail stones hurt you and cold air is hard to breathe when you're trying to run! -LB]
Do you think it's had this effect? Would you still make that claim for universal education?

Ted Ragg : Well I would but I wouldn't minimise the unhappiness that education can cause as well.After all if you understand why and how things are happening you often angst more about them [As was shown in "Little Man Tate" -LB],so it certainly doesn't cure pain.But certainly,I mean I think the whole notion of education as a fundamental human right,is something that before Mill's time has been asserted by many people,and I think many people who work in education would want to demand it.Hence the arguments that you get when things like fees are introduced or whatever and people are saying "Hold on a minute,don't put any barriers in the way of anybody,because education is a basic fundamental human right".
[I cannot see any justification for the introduction of fees or payments made back to banks etc with interest in the grants system.If we valued educated people for what they return to society and the subsequent taxes they pay presumably in a higher tax bracket,then they pay for their own education probably many times over. Expecting payments ahead of time means that only the rich can afford education this is classist,and is at odds with any political policy of a classless society.Perhaps this is what they mean by a "classical education" it is for one class of people only -LB]

Hence the concern in the third world about the many children who get no education or only get an elementary education,don't get the chance to get a secondary or further or higher education.

Melvyn Bragg :  What argument would you use Mary Warnock for universal education now? Why would you say universal edu......there ought to be universal education? I know it's being very fundamentalist,but why not?

Mary Warnock :  I think that we now do believe,and it is true in this country.....

Melvyn Bragg :   Believe...it's a faith you think?

Mary Warnock :  I believe that universal education could be counted as a right,I'm not particularly keen on talking about rights but there is a law that says everybody must be educated,and I think Mill's arguments were probably very good.It increases pleasure to be educated,and it also increases the possibility of using a vote or talking politically with a modicum of good sense.

[I think the latter point is a better justification for education,unfortunately the leading examples who ought to benefit from education rendering them able to talk politically do not display the modicum of good sense,quite the contrary,so although in theory it ought to be a reason to be educated,in practice those that are do not seem to be able to apply their education with the good sense that is deemed to be supplied from it -LB]

Because I think one thing that education for everybody should do is to make everybody critical,and I think it ought to rise at the same time as democracy rises as a universal franchise,so there ought to be universal education.

[It seems to be the case that the less well educated are easily taken advantage of.Having said that many of the historical revolutions were made by the uneducated underclass -LB]

Melvyn Bragg : Isn't it rather curious though  to link education to happiness? Can you ,as it were,structure a system which delivers happiness?

Mary Warnock : Happiness is Mill's word,not mine,but I would.......well,going back a bit,I was once in a position where I had to justify educating people who were never going to contribute to the economy,people who were severely handicapped,who were always going to be a liability [I'm not sure that they would like to be viewed in that fashion -LB],in a sense,and we had to think of a way of justifying spending money on education, and I came up with the notion that the point of education was pleasure,that it opens up enormous possibilities that aren't before...before you're educated,in enjoying the world in the fullest possible sense,understanding it,enjoying it,manipulating it,all part of pleasure.
[That's probably true in a very general sense -LB]

Ted Ragg :  Well,music is a very good example you see,because,I mean I've...my family's keen on music,so I suppose I would have been keen on music anyway,but I mean I had a marvellous music teacher,in my secondary school,and in primary as it happened,and for me music has been a life long interest,and for me music is pleasure, I mean I don't have to listen to things I don't like,but I mean music has given me enormous pleasure and I would not have been able to make music and compose music and listen to music in the way that I can if I hadn't got it through education.

[Music it is suggested is an instinctual way of accessing mathematics,since all audio waves and musical constructions are essentially mathematical forms.The even tempered scale is a mathematical construction based on the 12th root of 2 to render close approximations to the scales for our logarithmic ears (The spiral part of our inner ear).Understanding this can increase one's pleasure in other subjects by realising how much they are close cousins of one another.Harmonic series are another example of the link.Mathematician Roger Penrose says there is a close bond between them,but Ian Stewart suggests that close analysis really destroys the experience of music.Either way,a pure instinctual relationship with music does it no justice to be a passive listener,being able to compose,increases one's understanding of what is happening.Analysis at a physical and mathematical level renders a close comprehension and an increase in pleasure (intellectual as opposed to emotional),if one keeps one's distance in the way that Ian Stewart suggests.Sometimes its good just to listen and experience and revel in the sound rather than deconstructing it.However not being able to deconstruct it means that one is liable to imbue experiences with a semi mystical component (which it may or may not have) and see music only in these terms,which leads to a tendency to say "I know what I like" (a la Genesis) and resist the excellence endemic in the classical or frontier composers or particular musical forms such as minimalism, micro tonal scales, jazz or other hard to embrace forms.The reason they are hard to embrace is because they require a close understanding of what is going on,which requires a study of the actual mechanics with it's high mathematical content.The education process allows a greater variety of forms to be embraced by reacting beyond the emotions and grasping with the intellect the profound similarity and structure in music.With modern structures such as Fractal Music it is possible to explore the relationship between maths and music even further -LB]

Mary Warnock :  This is an education of values,I mean values are not only only moral values,there values of finding things that make life worth living,and music is one of them.

Melvyn Bragg : So we agree that education can be concerned with values and we've skipped over it very brief....we can't do everything,that education can be from a faith ,you believe in education,but you then rather reluctantly accepted that it might be a right,it's certainly a law in this country.But can we talk about education in the economy,and as it were,and go round that for the next quarter of an hour,because that's the thing that seems to drive it at the moment? We need more people educated to a higher level because we need greater skills for the 21st century,without those great skills we're going to be........decline into comparative industrial poverty,and none of us are going to be better off and so on and so forth.Is that.....I've just become to  touch on it,but the link now with education and the economy,is high skills and high learning,intensive learning,are very very strong and they're coming at us all the time,what's your view of that Ted?

Ted Ragg :  Well,it's certainly true that there's been a massive disappearance of unskilled jobs for example in our economy and the nineteen.......

Melvyn Bragg :  Seven and a half million in the last twenty-five years.

Ted Ragg :   Well exactly,in the 1970s a million jobs went from manufacturing industry alone,and most of those were unskilled and barely skilled jobs,and no one's going to get rid of two forklift trucks and hire twenty blokes with big biceps but no qualifications,it's not going to go back,and so what that means is that ,if you like,the entry fee to society,certainly to working society,has gone up.But also you could say the same about recreation and leisure.If you have no skill,you can still have recreation and leisure,but your choices are limited.If you can't read very well,if you can't understand maps or whatever,if you can't organise yourself,then you choices are much more limited than if you've got imagination,drive,good standards of literacy and so on,when you've got a much wider choice.

Melvyn Bragg : So we've seen now very clearly....why have we just seen it now? Why didn't we see it before,because there was so many unskilled jobs available?

Ted Ragg :   Yes because it's accelerated,I think the point was....I did a radio programme with Sheena  McDonald in a school in Birmingham and we interviewed parents who'd been to the same school who were in school now,and virtually every parent said the same thing,which was,"when I was a child, in this school in the 60s or 70s,there was no worry about getting a job in Birmingham,but we're very worried,not only about our children getting a decent job,but getting any kind of job at all.

Melvyn Bragg :  What do you think about this urgent lining of education to the future of the economy and the future prosperity of the country,Mary?

Mary Warnock : I think it can be exaggerated,I mean the facts are there,we need.... in this country urgently needs proper....properly trained,skilled people to get jobs and to improve the economy,but I think if that is taken to be the only justification for education,then I think that's an exaggeration,and understandably enough I think,people who really want to make their point tend to exaggerate it and tend to overlook the enormous benefits which Ted has just talked about,to the person himself,who gets the education,it adds to his pleasure to have enormously wider choices,and things to do,it adds to his pleasure in work,to be doing work that demands skill rather than just breaking stones or whatever it is,and it obviously is good for the economy.

Melvyn Bragg :  But it's interesting isn't it,that almost reverse from the time of Plato...and fashion in its widest sense has always fascinated me,it's such a vice,it takes a hold in such a way...I'm not talking about women's dresses,I mean the fashion of the day,and the fashion of the day now,is for the that education must prove itself by making people skilful enough to compete with silicon valley,that's really what it's all about,and anything else has to fight for a look in.I mean d'you think...d'you think that that central drive is going to change education massively from the Platonic to the anti-Platonic?

Mary Warnock :  Well,I'm afraid it may go too far,I sound tremendously Greek in saying nothing too much,but I really do believe that one can swing too far in this direction,because if you find difficulty in justifying education in anything except what will get you a skilled job in a manufacturing industry to take an extreme case,if you find it difficult to justify any other education,then I think you've lost an essential point of education which still needs to increase the understanding to open up new values that make life worth living.
[I wish someone would explain that to consecutive governments,especially right wing one's that seem to assume the only reason for education is to get a job,and that having a job is to be one's ultimate goal in life,even though there are reasons to have other goals (see Protext Files:Analysis2),though having a job may facilitate payments back to society that were paid out in order to provide that education.So either one has a job in order to pay back the debt owed on the basis of free education,or one pays for education initially,and then is free not to have a job.I don't see how a job is absolutely necessary if one has paid for education with grants.It might also be suggested that if one has had a job long enough to have paid back in taxes the cost of one's education then one is also free to pursue other interests or perhaps one can do stints of work at intervals to repay costs. Perhaps one way to do this is free up work by allowing those in work to have more leisure time.I'm sure most would appreciate it,since there seems to be a constant complaint about Monday morning blues.No one seems to really like imposed work ,and the attempts at winning millions of pounds on the lottery or TV seems to suggest that everyone would like not to work ideally,in lieu of that less work seems like a good idea.It seems silly to have a portion of the community not working,whilst everyone else works to do all the jobs.Sharing the workload equally seems eminently viable,even if practically it might present difficulties -LB]

But I think the key to trying to keep a balance between these two,is the concept of imagination,because to be a good scientist or good technologist,you do need imagination as well as skills and knowledge,and of course your imagination can go off in all kinds of different directions,and you still get the pleasure,the value out of your education.So I would find it very difficult to agree with someone who thought that the primary point of education is to educate the work force that the economy needs,that will follow,if the imagination is allowed to develop in all kinds of different directions.

[In actual fact,there could be a point made that an educated work force is a cynical and uncontrollable work force.During my stint in the computer industry,I saw the type of recruit needed go from a highly technically skilled and thoughtful person to little more than a superior standard autonomic moron.The shift from the requirement from skilled labour to being in charge of a mechanised assembly line happened in a very short period of time.The type of person needed changed from being technically informed people,to people who were effective at parrot-like following of instructions over and over again without mistake.These people were also less liable to question authority,and so perhaps represented a perfect employee.To me they represented a Pink Floyd sausage machine dystopian nightmare of a proletarian underling doing the masters bidding.Indeed the teacher featured in The Wall perhaps represents the disciplinarian who fails to understand what real education is actually about.Unfortunately I guess that this is a description of most head teachers,(I don't know how true that is),since authority is required in order to govern,there is a tendency to lose sight of what education is for in the process of trying to keep order -LB]

Melvyn Bragg :  Ted Ragg...

Ted Ragg :    Er....

Melvyn Bragg :  ...sorry,Ted Ragg,would you.....? What's your comment on that?

Ted Ragg :   Well the curriculum doesn't actually,you see,have a strong vocational focus anyway.If you look at the National Curriculum,it's quite a liberal kind of curriculum,I mean people study great aeons of history,4000 years of it,with barely a vocational whisper in sight.The mathematics they do is a sort of mathematics people have always been doing,the same with the science,it's fundamental precepts in science.Learning about electricity,magnetism and so on,rather than necessarily concentrating on its applications in a particular industry.The arts,the same,and in fact,if anything,schools get criticised for not being aware of the world of work,other than a bit of work experience with older pupils.So I think if you look at the curriculum,I don't see any signs,of certainly between say the ages of 5 and 16 of it being screwed towards the economy.The only danger I suppose,is when sometimes there's pressure,wrongly in my view,to over emphasise the basics,of course the basics are important,but I mean there are so many demands on people now in  the 21st century that to concentrate only on the basics would be doing children an enormous disservice.
[If Ted means that slogans like "back to basics" are missing the point then I agree with him,but by the same token as is shown by "The students who can't do simple sums" (Red Folder) and New Scientist's (11Nov 95) editorial showing that basic geometry cannot be solved by university students there is clearly something wrong if such basic precepts are missing.The BBC's home page education section on line,today also shows that students are being paid £3.50 and hour to attend weekend lessons,which begs the questions of why repayable grants are being made to university students,and why the social system seems to think it is necessary to coerce students to educate themselves -LB]

That would then be saying,"We assume you going to spend your lives in a pretty boring factory kind of job,so make sure you can read and write and count".Well in fact,most of the jobs that people are going to do are going to be in growing fields [So they need to train to be farmers then? -LB] like what generically now gets called "hospitality",which is things like hotel catering,fast food shops and so on,they'll be working with people.

Melvyn Bragg :  You....the philosopher Gilbert Ryan (Ryall ??) made a distinction between "knowing that" and "knowing how",and in your book "The Cubic Curriculum" you argue in favour of Ryan's second distinction for knowing how could you explain that?

[Sue Greenfield made the same suggestion in the Dimbleby Lecture (Green File:Lecture.htm) that sheer knowledge of facts was insufficient. One has to know what to do with those facts and how to make use of them in order that they become useful -LB]

Ted Ragg :   Well  it's...it's...I think that's right at the heart of it actually.I think he put his finger,back in 1949,on something extremely important,which is if you only know that,in other words,if somebody....if you were mending cars,and someone only showed you with a diagram labelled how to do a certain kind of carburettor that wasn't functioning properly,and then either a new carburettor comes in,or the whole principle on which the engine runs changes,but you don't understand,you're not inside,if you like,the concept of electricity or the combustion engine or whatever it is,because you don't know how,you only know that,then you're a very limited person.The person who is inside the concepts who understands the basic principles,can adapt.If there's a new theory of the atom for example,then the person who really understands all the previous theories is in the best position to understand the new one.The person who only learnt a formula,wouldn't have a clue what the fundamental precepts were anyway.

[It seems I'm not as alone here as much as I thought.Ted is advocating very much what I do,that parrot-fashion regurgitation is not much use to anyone,but invariably exams test the ability to regurgitate facts rather than test understanding.Some seem better than others and perhaps are predisposed to it.History for example seems much more reliant on remembering dates and names.I think it is very difficult to teach the "inside" understanding of precepts as opposed to facts,and perhaps what discriminates a good teacher is one that has the ability to make the subject something to be enthused about so much so that the imagination is engaged and allows an "inside" personalised view to be formed for the student.Sadly,it seems that politicians seem to have a poor understanding of this and the role it plays,and so build bureaucracy laden systems that test how many facts are regurgitated and render them into tables for comparison.If they had any idea of what to be educated is,the would realise that league tables have nothing to do with it -LB]

Melvyn Bragg :  Mary Warnock?

Mary Warnock : Well I think that again,I deeply (indistinct) dichotomies,and I think "knowing how" and "knowing that" is a famously misleading dichotomy really,because you need to know both,and I think music education is a very good example of this.
[I don't think anyone would deny that facts are needed,it's just that on their own they don't have much use -LB]
Obviously there's no point whatsoever in your learning the acoustics and other principles,friction and other things that make the sound of the violin,you also need to have a hands-on,the bow in one hand,and the fiddle in the other,and be able to to play the fiddle.
 [This is that "Can you teach manual coordination?" question again.Are some people born with musical gifts of being able to manipulate an instrument effectively.Like many people I found Recorder lessons very difficult.I find it hard to accept that such a thing can be taught,or if it is able to be taught that there aren't people with a predisposed ability for the kind of manual dexterity needed -LB]

But as you learn to play,in most cases though not all,your understanding and appreciation and imaginative possibilities with this violin are increased by knowing something about both the theory and the history,of violin playing.So I think one does need to build a bridge between this huge dichotomy,and say that the best educated people are the people who know a bit of both.

Melvyn Bragg :  I'm coming back...you were very.....it was.....it was like having a sort of....very useful to bring us back to Earth,as to what it really is in the National Curriculum,and that was extremely useful,but nevertheless,I perhaps am talking about the over heated drive that I read in reports from politicians or in newspapers or in speeches given about "We must catch up,we must get on,we must do this that and the other".Do you think that that,even though it hasn't entered the curriculum,or you say it hasn't anyway,is having an influence on the way people are thinking about schooling,about spending on schooling,and if so what place do things like History and the Arts have in schooling?

Ted Ragg :   Well that's the danger.I mean the danger....I saw some signs of danger last year when the government said that in order to meet our literacy and numeracy targets,primary schools....they didn't say that primary schools don't have to do the Arts,and don't have to do History and Geography and so on,what they said is that these won't be inspected in the same way,and you won't have to follow the detail,but you have to do them,but you don't have to follow the detail of what's laid down.Now I thought that if that had gone on,and it hasn't because in the new National Curriculum,starting next year,the requirements for those subjects are firmly written into the constitution,so to speak,I though that would have been very dangerous,because schools would wrongly,in some cases,in desperation,have gone down the numeracy and literacy path only,and what on Earth would children have hung their literacy and numeracy on? I mean the whole point about literacy and numeracy is that we hang it on our lives.In science for example,if you're numerate,it helps,because so much of science is to do with mathematics as well, in certain fields.So you've got to be able to hang this on other subjects as well,plus the other subjects are very important in their own rights.I mean this generation may have 30 or 40 years of healthy retirement.We talk about work,but the third age as it's often called,the age of healthy retirement,may well be for many of them,longer than their second age.It may be their longest age.

Melvyn Bragg :  Mmmm.Do you think.....do you think,Mary Warnock,that the idea...going back to why we....the idea of education,is something that will set alight the economy,do you think it is......? I'm still trying to get at that,is the economy necessarily going to improve,because of the way people are educated between 5 and 16 particularly?

Mary Warnock :  I think....I don't know,I'm not an economist,but I think the economy can improve only if there are more people who understand the possibilities of inventing things and the possibilities of selling what they invent,which is a....they need to understand rhetoric...how to talk,how to manipulate people [That's a function of education ??? -LB],and all these are functions of education,I think,both knowing what you're doing and knowing how to sell it,to put is crudely,and I think that education is important to the improvement of the economy,but I do agree with Ted that we also need to have around a view of education,which is for pleasure,this is going back....

Melvyn Bragg :  But isn't this the idea that you object to very much,the sort of 60s idea which can be traced back to John Dewer,but can be traced even further back to Rousseau [Ref:Red File Rseau1.htm] that children are plants that need to be cultivated and pointed in the direction of,rather than taught,and you're worried about that?

Mary Warnock :  No I don't like that at all (others laugh).I don't like this hothouse plants sitting round being watered and cultivated and finding things out for themselves.I do think that children both need and actually greatly enjoy a bit of competitive learning,and I don't like......

[Some children are put off education for exactly that reason,that they don't measure up to being a winner.The idea of finding out for oneself is crucial to scientific discovery.In fact at "The Discovery" run by Richard Gregory,children are encouraged to do exactly that in an attempt to get them to use their imagination so that they see from the "inside" rather than feel failures by competing with others who far outstrip them in given capacities.Each child has their own unique way of understanding,and trying to crow bar given strategies like competition into their heads as a means to learning is detrimental to those who may have to find their own pace and own methods.Competition necessarily means that some will be defined "failures" and I doubt anyone wants this -LB]

I'd hate to go back to the 50s and 60s in this century,where.....

Melvyn Bragg :  Well I was sitting next to a teacher.....sorry.

Mary Warnock :  .....the sort of Plowden view was a Rousseau-esque view.

Melvyn Bragg :   I was sitting next to a teacher,yesterday,when I mean,I was having something to eat and she said that she'd been teaching in a school in Glasgow where the idea of "competitive" and "learning" both, particularly competitive,were regarded with horror.

Mary Warnock :   Ohhh!

Ted Ragg :   Well friendly competition [That's a bit of an oxymoron isn't it? -LB] is okay.I mean after all in sports for example,you have to learn to win and lose with grace.So competition in a friendly.....

[But this leads to the idea that some people are better than others,and that some inevitably lose.Everyone is entitled to an education at the same standard,and the idea that those who don't achieve as well should accept failure gracefully,is suggesting ahead of time that they won't do as well and should accept that they are not as good intellectually.Ultimately this attitude causes resentment and anti-authoritarian behaviour as the student rebels against the idea of being judged as inadequate,it destroys self-esteem and self-worth.A better idea is to have group work and constructive communication,allowing able students to help less able students.Opponents say this holds back capable pupils from reaching their peak,but at least it stops arrogance,and pompous looking down on people,and enables a broad spectrum of cooperation and equality.The current policy is leading to a divisive system creating haves and have nots -LB]

I mean I think killer competition is a different matter.If people are so dumbed down....erm in the 16th century in a book called the Colriatio Studiorum,I think it was,the Jesuit handbook,I think it was there that it first was raised the idea of having pairs of children competing with each other in the class all the time.So you pair children up to compete,I think that,nowadays would be seen as a bit hard nosed.But I think there's an element of competition that's fun that children enjoy,after all,you've only got to put a class into teams and provided there's nothing punitive if you don't do well,because some children don't know an awful lot,with the best will in the world,most children will enjoy that.

[But the competition only happens because a group has been set against another by the tutor.To me this is like setting up a cock fight and betting on the results.It is highly offensive and demeaning to the student to see them as some kind of sport.They are individuals with different capabilities and aptitudes,and junking them into a homogenous group and pitting them against another such group is tribal and barbaric.Nominally in sports,my experience was that one team comprised all those who could play and the opposition comprised those with two left feet (the phrase possibly being demeaning itself to left-handed people),in a bid to massage the egos of those who were capable on a football field but perhaps were less capable in the classroom.After all footballers are not known for their intellectual capabilities,and the violence we see in sports stadia is perhaps a result of this misguided idea of pitting on side against another in order to learn.In a world where it has taken decades to settle the ongoing Irish problem and where we are trying to get rid of wars,we should be fostering cooperation and tolerance in learning,not one-upmanship.League tables are a measure of how arbitrarily one-up some pupils are over others -LB]

But certainly one of the things that has become prominent  is collaboration and working together,because if you take something like NASA,the American Space Agency,you've got the world's leading experts in rocket fuels and flight paths and everything you can conceive of,medicine and diet in space and they work together,a hundred thousand people,and that's a phenomenal achievement [It is when you consider the US spirit of competition in the culture -LB],but also....

Mary Warnock :   Of course,this is something that is very much taught in science departments in universities now,that almost nobody works on his own,they work together,and that's a very important element,I think.

Ted Ragg :    Well,it's true to say that no committee would have ever composed Beethoven's Ninth or whatever...

[I don't think you can homogenise genius into submission.Beethoven would perhaps,have produced his works regardless of which school system was operating -LB]

Melvyn Bragg :   A committee wrote the bible. [Nice one Mel! -LB]

Ted Ragg :    Er well yes,I'm not saying committees can't be creative,I'm saying usually that creative things are done by individuals or small groups.

Melvyn Bragg :   Not necessarily,I mean Beethoven wrote it,but it takes all those people to play it! [Mel laughs]

Ted Ragg :  Yeah,but he wrote it,that's the point.Can you imagine the committee....?

Melvyn Bragg :  Can you imagine it unplayed?  [Maybe John Cage would be conducting? -LB] (Mary laughs)

Ted Ragg :  Can you imagine the university senate on which I sit,being asked to do something like that.I wouldn't give a university senate a free kick on the edge of the penalty area,because it would take two terms to decide who chairs the working party!

Melvyn Bragg :  I can't think of a better ending than that,thank you very much (laughing) to Ted Ragg,thank you very much to Mary Warnock and thank you very much for listening.

